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DOMAIN 3: INSTRUCTION
Component 3c: Engaging Students in Learning

Elements: Activities and assignments • Grouping of students • Instructional materials and resources • Structure and pacing

ELEMENT

L E V E L O F P E R F O R M A N C E

UNSATISFACTORY BASIC PROFICIENT DISTINGUISHED

Activities and
assignments

Activities and assignments are
inappropriate for students’ age
or background. Students are not
mentally engaged in them.

Activities and assignments are
appropriate to some students
and engage them mentally, but
others are not engaged.

Most activities and assignments
are appropriate to students, and
almost all students are cogni-
tively engaged in exploring
content.

All students are cognitively
engaged in the activities and
assignments in their exploration
of content. Students initiate or
adapt activities and projects to
enhance their understanding.

Grouping of 
students

Instructional groups are inap-
propriate to the students or to
the instructional outcomes.

Instructional groups are only par-
tially appropriate to the students
or only moderately successful in
advancing the instructional out-
comes of the lesson.

Instructional groups are produc-
tive and fully appropriate to the
students or to the instructional
purposes of the lesson.

Instructional groups are produc-
tive and fully appropriate to the
students or to the instructional
purposes of the lesson. Students
take the initiative to influence
the formation or adjustment of
instructional groups.

Instructional 
materials and
resources

Instructional materials and
resources are unsuitable to the
instructional purposes or do
not engage students mentally.

Instructional materials and
resources are only partially suit-
able to the instructional pur-
poses, or students are only
partially mentally engaged with
them.

Instructional materials and
resources are suitable to the
instructional purposes and
engage students mentally.

Instructional materials and
resources are suitable to the
instructional purposes and
engage students mentally. Stu-
dents initiate the choice, adapta-
tion, or creation of materials to
enhance their learning.

Structure and 
pacing

The lesson has no clearly
defined structure, or the pace
of the lesson is too slow or
rushed, or both.

The lesson has a recognizable
structure, although it is not uni-
formly maintained throughout
the lesson. Pacing of the lesson is
inconsistent.

The lesson has a clearly defined
structure around which the
activities are organized. Pacing
of the lesson is generally
appropriate.

The lesson’s structure is highly
coherent, allowing for reflection
and closure. Pacing of the lesson
is appropriate for all students.
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proutyj
Sticky Note
Activities & Assignments:  Student engagement is more than "on-task" participation.  Rather, it is intellectual involvement with the content where students are actively constructing understanding with at least some student  initiation of inquiry.  The work is cognitively challenging, is done at a high level of quality, is suitably scaffolded, and represent serious thinking.  Students are active in initiating, adapting or clarifying the work, expressing enthusiasm and interest.  (p. 83/84)

proutyj
Sticky Note
Grouping:  Distinguished practice is observed when groups are formed purposefully with consideration given to the learning goal, type of instructional activity, and group dynamics.  Groups are functioning at a highly productive level, featuring collaboration towards the learning goal.  Management protocols are obvious, with students taking initiative to adjust group functioning or make-up to maximize achievement.  (p. 84)

proutyj
Sticky Note
Materials & Resources:  Best practice is observed when materials are not only fully aligned with the learning goal, but are also "sold" to the students in such a way as to allow a sense of competence and relevance to emerge.  The student is as autonomous as possible in making progress with and choices about materials, with appropriate support also available via scaffolding, and/or interaction with the teacher or peers.  (p. 84)

proutyj
Sticky Note
Structure & Pacing:  Best practice recognizes that students do not all learn at the same pace.  Therefore, the structure of the lesson is intentionally designed so that no students are rushed or "left behind,"  and neither are any students bored or "held back."  This may involve tiered lessons, scaffolding, enrichment, mini-lessons, use of co-teachers.  Time is made for students to connect learning to major understandings via reflection and closure activites.  (p. 84)




